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EXPERIENCES WITH MOBILE UNITS FOR LIQUID RAW MANAGEMENT IN SLOVAK AND 
CZECH NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

Tibor Rapant, Peter Tatranský, Marek Vaško, Radovan Hlavačka 

 (Amec Foster Wheeler Nuclear Slovakia) 

Text describes the experience from multiple projects of retrieval, pre-treatment and final treatment of liquid 
radioactive waste in Slovak and Czech NPPs during last 20 years. The purpose of these projects was to retrieve 
RAW (sludge, used resins, crystalline sediments, other types of liquid RAW) from operational tanks or 
technological systems, its pre-treatment and its solidification into 200 l or 60 l drums. Slovak and Czech NPPs 
are WWER 440 type (except Bohunice A1 NPP) where operational liquid RAW should be stored in large 
capacity tanks during the whole operational period. Volume of tanks placed in auxiliary buildings is from 460 to 
550 m3, usually they are situated in rooms with limited access and minimal handling space. The liquid RAW 
management process can be divided to three essential processes: 

• Retrieval of RAW from tanks/systems and RAW characterization 
• Pre-treatment and dosing of RAW to drums 
• Solidification of RAW in drums 

Complexity of RAW retrieval process depends on the physical characteristics of RAW (sludge, used resins, 
crystalline sediments) and activity of RAW influencing radiological conditions in vicinity of tank. This stage of 
RAW management process requires usage of different specialized remotely controlled pumping systems in 
combination with remotely controlled vehicles assembled by special tools (suction nozzles, rotary cutters). The 
important part of this stage is physical and radiological characterization of RAW as it influences next steps of 
RAW processing. 

Pre-treatment consists usually from separation of RAW (sludge and spent resins) from water and water reusing 
for further RAW retrieval or evaporation (RAW minimization) and dosage of pre-treated RAW into drums. 

The final stage of RAW management process is solidification of pre-treated RAW filled in drums in SIAL® 
matrix. The specialized mobile equipment for mixing of RAW with SIAL® matrix components is used. This stage 
includes also transporting drums to buffer storage space to achieve required parameters of the final product. 

The main challenges of the liquid RAW management projects were: 

• Difficult RAW retrieval process - due to facts that lot of waste was in crystallized form on all inner 
surfaces of tanks, long-term sedimentation of sludge formed firm and thick mass at bottom of tanks, 
difficult accessibility of tanks and manoeuvrability with RAW retrieval equipment. 

• High dose rates in tanks and their vicinity and contamination spread possibility – thus semi-remote 
and remote controlled equipment had to be deployed. 

• Variable compound of sludge and spent resins and other physical and radiological parameters – need 
of dynamic approach within RAW fixing into SIAL® matrix according to ratio of dry matter and other 
parameters in processed RAW. 

• Time demandingness – due to the total volume of retrieved and treated waste and requested 
deadlines. 

AMEC Foster Wheeler Nuclear Slovakia provides all activities within liquid RAW management projects by its 
own staff including management, design, construction and deployment of equipment, engineering support, as 
well as all RAW retrieval and solidification activities. Equipment used for all stages of RAW management 
process is mobile, modifiable for different conditions (available space, dimensions of tanks, parameters of 
RAW) and easy to decontaminate. It can be reused within different projects that leads to significant 
minimization of secondary RAW. 

 

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS FOR THE IDENTIFICATION, MAPPING, CHARACTERISATION 
AND SEGREGATION OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION 

R Smith,  H Beddow, I Adsley, I Pearman, A Sweeney, W. Smith, M. Blythe, and M Davies  

(Nuvia Limited) 

The history of activities in the UK dealing with radioactive materials has led to many sites being contaminated 
by various radioactive isotopes. These come from a number of industries and educational activities such as 
nuclear power development, luminising works, research facilities and the oil and gas industry.  These isotopes 
include radium, lead, polonium, thorium, uranium and trans-uranic elements. To remediate these sites it is 


